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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

In order to study the dynamic meshing characteristics of the elliptic cylinder gear and obtain the 

meshing error of the gear transmission system, the two-dimensional static contact analysis of the gear 
tooth surface is carried out using ANSYS software, and the key parts of the contact area of the tooth 

surface are determined. Then, the dynamic meshing model of the elliptic cylinder gear is established 

and the dynamic contact process under load is simulated by ANSYS LS-DYNA software. The 
distribution law of effective plastic strain, effective stress and pressure of the driving and driven wheels 

are obtained. On this basis, the distribution law of meshing error is obtained by calculation. The results 

show that the distribution of stress, strain and tooth surface pressure during tooth meshing is related to 
the position of the tooth on the elliptical pitch curve. The position of the tooth on the pitch curve and 

the load it bears has a certain influence on the meshing error. The results of this research can provide 

some guidance for subsequent study of transmission error of non-circular gears, gears modification and 

engineering applications. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2020.33.07a.24 

 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
Non-circular cylinder gears are distinguished from 

cylinder gears by their non-circular pitch curves. As one 

of the simplest non-circular cylinder gears, the elliptic 

cylinder gears are compact and widely used in robots, 

printers, fans and hydraulic motors [1]. In view of its 

wide range of applications, it is of practical value to 

study the meshing characteristics and meshing errors of 

elliptic cylinder gears. At present, static contact or 

incomplete gear model are mostly used to analyze the 

meshing characteristics of gears, while the tooth profiles 

of elliptic cylinder gears are different. In view of the 

above situation, this paper analyzes and establishes the 

dynamic meshing model of the elliptic cylinder gear to 

simulate the actual working condition of the gear under 

the load. Compared with static contact analysis, 

dynamic contact analysis is more accurate. 

The small tooth profile error, manufacturing error, 

installation error and center-to-center error will cause 
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the involute gear to generate a lot of vibration and noise 

during the meshing process [2], and those errors are 

transmitted and accumulated by teeth meshing . 

Therefore, it is necessary to study the meshing errors 

existing in the gear meshing process. As a kind of gear 

transmission error, the meshing error has received 

extensive attention in recent years, and a lot of research 

results have been accumulated for the gear transmission 

error. Among them, Sainte et al. [3], aimed at spur gear 

and helical gear, studied the relationship between the 

dynamic transmission error and the load it bears. 

Sungho et al.[4] obtained the dynamic transmission 

error of the gear by simulating the loaded tooth contact, 

and proposed the dynamic transmission error of the gear 

as a basis for fault diagnosis. Hotait et al. [5] studied the 

relationship between dynamic transmission error and 

dynamic stress coefficient in spur gear pairs. Wang et al. 

[6] studied the dynamic transmission error of eccentric 

cylinder gears under consideration of time-varying 

backlash caused by gear eccentricity and load variation. 

Yu et al. [7] proposed a double eccentric gear model for 

calculating the transmission error caused by the gear 

eccentricity error and the transmission error caused by 
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the eccentricity error can be predicted by obtaining the 

transmission error of the designed gap compensation 

device. Deng et al.[8] proposed a model for 

synchronously measuring the gear transmission curve in 

the time-scale domain, and solved the jump error of the 

transmission error curve in the time domain and applied 

it to the measurement of the hypoid gear transmission 

error. Zou et al. [9] established an analytical calculation 

model for transmission error of the involute gear pairs 

with double eccentricity error, and studied the dynamic 

transmission error of the eccentric gear. Wu et al. [10] 

studied the effects of installation error, eccentricity error 

and meshing error on the uniform load characteristics of 

the system by establishing a nonlinear dynamic model 

of the planetary gear train. Chang et al. [11] studied the 

gear meshing error and pointed out that the deformation 

during the gear meshing can be divided into two parts: 

linear macroscopic deformation and nonlinear local 

deformation, and studied the influence of different error 

types and distribution forms on system vibration.  

Most practical problems are difficult to get 

accurate solutions for. While the finite element method 

not only has high calculation accuracy, but also can 

adapt to a variety of complex shapes.Therefore, it has 

become an effective engineering analysis method. As 

far as the current dynamic analysis methods are 

concerned, most of them adopt the finite element 

simulation method [12-14]. The most widely used 

analysis software in the gear meshing analysis process 

is LS-DYNA, which is probably the most famous 

universal explicit dynamic analysis program in the 

world. It can simulate various complex problems in the 

real world, and is especially suitable for solving 

nonlinear dynamic shock problems such as high-speed 

collisions, explosions, and metal forming of various 2D 

and 3D nonlinear structures. At the same time, it can 

solve heat transfer, fluid, and fluid-solid coupling 

problems [15-17]. 

The above literatures are all concerned with the 

transmission error of gears, and there are few reports on 

the study of meshing errors between teeth. Generally, 

the gear transmission error is analyzed for the 

displacement or rotation angle between the input and 

output shafts, and the deformation between the shaft and 

the gear is not considered. Considering the meshing 

error of the gear pair, the problem of load deformation 

and meshing of the gear under the meshing error state is 

analyzed, which makes the gear meshing more in line 

with the actual situation. Therefore, the paper proposes 

that the difference of strain, stress and pressure at the 

same meshing unit between the driving and driven 

wheels is used as the meshing error. Taking a pair of 

elliptic cylinder gear as the research object, the meshing 

error of the elliptic cylinder gear is studied by 

simulating the actual meshing process of the gear. 

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 

introduces the mathematical model and finite element 

analysis theory of elliptic cylinder gear tooth surface. 

Section 3 introduces the static contact analysis of tooth 

surface. Section 4 proposes the dynamic meshing model 

of elliptic cylinder gear and introduces the dynamic 

contact analysis of gears and the distribution law of 

meshing error. Finally, Section 5 provides the 

conclusions. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the 

research process. 

 

 

2 ELLIPTIC CYLINDER GEAR TOOTH SURFACE 
MODEL AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS THEORY  
 
2. 1. Elliptic Cylinder Gear Tooth Surface Model  

The tooth surface of the elliptic cylinder gear is an 

involute surface, the end face of the tooth is an involute, 

and the tooth profile of the elliptic cylinder gear can be 

determined by the involute of the tooth profile. The 

vector equation of the tooth profile is [1]: 

= +f gr r an  (1) 

where fr is the radial diameter of any point n on the 

tooth profile. gr is the radial diameter of the pitch curve 

at the intersection of the normal and pitch curve on 

point n of the tooth profile. an indicates that the 

direction is consistent with the normal direction of the 

tooth profile, and the length is equal to the section curve 

and the tooth profile vector of distance. The tooth 

profile of the elliptic cylinder gear can be divided into 

two points, which are higher than the pitch curve and  

 

 

 
Figure 1. The flow chart of the research process 
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lower than the pitch curve. For the two-part tooth 

profile equation, there are different methods [1]. Figures 

2 and 3 are the equations of the tooth profile above the 

pitch curve and below the pitch curve respectively, 

where the right tooth profile angle is 
u

  −  , and the 

left tooth profile angle is
u

  −   (+,- representing 

above the pitch curve point and below the pitch curve 

point, respectively). 

The equation of the left and right tooth profiles is 

extended to the three-dimensional space to obtain the 

tooth surface equation of the elliptic cylinder gear, 

wherein the right tooth surface equation is: 

cos cos( )
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And the left tooth surface equation of the elliptic 

cylinder gear is: 
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where, ( , , )
R R R

x y z  represents the right gear surface 

coordinate, ( , , )
L L L

x y z  represents the left gear surface 

coordinate, 
iz  refers to the direction of the tooth line 

and is equal to the width of the tooth, 
  the profile 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Tooth profile above the pitch curve 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Tooth profile below the pitch curve 

pressure angle,   the angle between the pitch curve 

diameter and the pitch curve tangent of point a [18]. 

 

2. 2. Finite Element Analysis Theory     The 

basic motion equation of the gear system dynamics 

analysis is： 

MU +CU + KU = F  (4) 

where M，C，K and F are the mass matrix, damping 

matrix, stiffness matrix. U，U and U are the 

displacement vector, velocity, and acceleration of the 

nodes, respectively. 

As one of the post-processing softwares of ANSYS 

LS-DYNA, LS-PREPOST uses the central difference 

method to solve the motion differential equation of 

dynamic problems. The essence of the central difference 

method is to replace the differential with the difference, 

namely: 

2

1
( 2 )

1
( )

2

t t t t t t

t t t t t

U U U U
t

U U U
T

− +

− +


= − + 


 = − +
 

 (5) 

Taking Equation (5) into dynamic differential 

Equation (4), the system of linear equations can be 

obtained 

t t tMU R+ =  (6) 

2

1 1
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t t
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 (8) 

where M  is the effective mass matrix and tR is the 

effective load vector. 

According to Equation (6), the state parameters of 

t t+ time can be calculated from the state quantities of 

t t− and t time, which is the characteristic of display 

algorithm. 

The time step of the display calculation is limited 

by the element size, and a reasonable and accurate finite 

element model needs to be established to improve the 

calculation accuracy [18]. In contrast, LS-PREPOST 

software is used to simulate the dynamic meshing 

process of the gear by establishing a non-linear contact 

unit in the meshing area. On this basis, gear deformation, 

transmission error, and gear stress can be obtained at the 

same time, which avoided the complicated writing and 

calculation of finite element programs, and can be 

applied here for research on the meshing error of elliptic 

cylindrical gear. Figure 4 shows the finite element 

model of elliptic cylinder gear meshing and the 

parameters of the elliptic cylinder gear are shown in 

Table 1. 
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Figure 4. The meshing finite element model of elliptic 

cylinder gear 
 

 
TABLE 1. Elliptic cylinder gear design parameters 

Parameter Value 

Module m(mm) 3 

Number of teeth z 47 

Center distance a(mm) 145 

Addendum coefficient ha* 1 

Top clearance coefficient C* 0.25 

Tooth width B(mm) 30 

Eccentricity e 0.3287 

Pressure angle(°) 20 

Equation of pitch curves 
64.667

1 0.3287cos
=


r  

 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF STATIC CONTACT MESHING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ELLIPTIC CYLINDER 
GEARS 

 
For the elliptic cylinder gears having different tooth 

profiles, it is difficult to analyze the distribution of 

stress, strain and pressure during the tooth meshing 

process. Static analysis should be carried out first to 

find the key parts of the stress, strain and pressure 

distribution during the meshing process. The 

distribution of the contact state, tooth surface friction, 

slip distance, contact vibration, tooth meshing contact 

gap and tooth contact penetration of a single tooth under 

the condition of 2D contact is obtained by ANSYS 

software, as shown in Figure 5. 

In Figure 5a, the pitch curve and the vicinity of the 

root are in the sticking state of driving wheel (left gear), 

which means that the amount of wear here is the largest 

during the tooth engagement. The tooth surface friction 

distribution state in Figure 5b shows the largest near the 

pitch curve, and the transition from the pitch curve to 

the root and the tip of the tooth is reduced. Figure 5c 

shows the slip distance during the tooth meshing, and 

the slip between the driving and driven wheels is also 

the largest near the pitch curve. Due to certain vibration 

generated during the tooth meshing process, the friction 

between the two tooth surfaces during the meshing 

process will transfer the vibration to the non-contact 

area, the other part except the pitch curve, as shown in 

Figure 5d. The vibration amplitude of the top and root 

regions is larger, and the vibration amplitude near the 

pitch curve is smaller. Figure 5e shows the distribution 

of the contact gap during the tooth meshing process. In 

the vicinity of the pitch curve, the contact gap is almost 

0, indicating the teeth are in meshing state. During the 

meshing process, the frictional force in the vicinity of 

the pitch curve are larger than that in the top and root of 

the tooth. That is to say, the amount of wear in the 

vicinity of the pitch curve is also the largest. In order to 

prove this, the tooth meshing contact penetration as 

shown in Figure 5f is obtained. Here the meshing 

penetration in the vicinity of the pitch curve is larger 

than the top and the root portion of tooth. Therefore, in 

the process of subsequent analysis of the tooth meshing 

error, the area near the pitch curve should be mainly 

analyzed. 

The relationship between cumulative iteration 

number and absolute convergence norm can be used to 

show the convergence under certain convergence 

criteria. The convergence criterion of the finite element 

simulation used in this analysis is 2-norm, as show in 

Figure 6, the purple line represents the residual, and the 

blue line represents the convergence criterion. When the 

residual is dipped below the convergence criterion, it 

represents convergence. 

 

 

4 DYNAMIC MESHING CHARACTERISTICS 
ANALYSIS OF ELLIPTIC CYLINDER GEARS 
 

When simulating the meshing process, the following 

boundary conditions should be set: the inner ring of the 

rigid body shaft hole drives the gear body to rotate, the 

gear material is Solid-164 flexible body, the inner hole 

of the shaft is Shell-163 rigid body, density 

is
3 3

7.8 10 kg / m , the modulus of elasticity is 201Gpa 

and Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The driving and driven wheels 

are limited to X, Y, Z three-direction moving degree of 

freedom and X, Y rotation degrees of freedom, and the 

driving speed of the driving wheel is 600r/min. In the 

process of solving the tooth meshing model, the time 

step and the scale factor of the calculation time step are 

too large to interrupt the simulation, while the 

generation of negative volume is mostly caused by grid 

distortion, which is related to mesh quality and material 

and  load conditions. Therefore, the  appropriate time 
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Figure 5. Static analysis of elliptic cylinder gear meshing a tooth contact state, b tooth surface friction, c meshing slip distance, d 

tooth contact vibration, e tooth contact gap,  f tooth contact penetration 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Convergence of finite element analysis 

  

 

step should be taken to avoid the negative volume. The 

debug time step scale factor TSSFAC is taken the value 

of 0.5, the time step DT2MS values 
7

2 10
−

−   can 

complete the analog tooth engagement. After meshing, 

the number of driving wheel nodes is 205,716, the 

number of units is 210,211, the number of driven wheel 

nodes is 181,740, and the number of units is 186,180. [18] 

The tooth surface contact area during the meshing 

of the elliptic cylinder gears exhibits an elliptical shape, 

which is similar to the tooth surface contact area of the 

spur gear, indicating that the stress and strain of the this 

region is greatest during the tooth meshing process. 

Therefore, in the subsequent analysis of the meshing 

error of the elliptic cylinder gear, the meshing elements 

of the driving and driven wheel pitch curves and the 

middle section are selected as the research objects. Since 

the tooth profiles of the elliptic cylinders are different, it 

is difficult to analyze the data of all the teeth. For this 

reason, six teeth are selected as the research object in the 

analysis process, selecting No.1 tooth near the shaft hole 

and No.5, No.10, No.15, No.20 and No.24 teeth in the 

clockwise direction, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

4. 1. Comparative Analysis of Effective Plastic 
Strain of Teeth       Gear wear is very complicated, 

and it is related to various conditions such as working 

conditions, lubrication conditions, tooth surface 

roughness, etc. In the process of simulating, the degree 

of wear of the gear can be reflected by amount of the 

effective plastic strain of the tooth surface. By collecting 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Tooth Number 
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the meshing data of the same meshing unit of driving and 

driven gear, the variation law of effective plastic strain 

during the tooth meshing process can be obtained, as 

shown in Figure 8. The effective plastic strain of the 

driving wheel is larger than that of the driven wheel, and 

will change due to the position of the teeth on the pitch 

curve. The effective plastic strain of the teeth at the ends 

of the short axis and its vicinity is larger than that at both 

ends of the long axis and its vicinity, which indicates that 

the amount of wear of the driving wheel is greater than 

that of the driven wheel during the tooth meshing 

process. 

The presence of lubricant between the teeth during 

meshing reduces the wear between the teeth and 

accelerates the transmission of the heat generated by the 

meshing between the teeth, but does not eliminate the 

wear between the primary and driven wheels. The 

presence of the impact causes the driving wheel to wear 

more than the driven wheel. Therefore, it is conceivable 

to distribute the gear with higher manufacturing 

precision at the driving wheel during the mounting 

process. 
 

 

4. 2. Comparative Analysis of Tooth Effective 
Stress        Through the solution of the finite 

element model of the elliptic cylinder gear, the 

distribution area of the effective stress of the tooth 

surface is obtained, as shown in Figure 9, which shows 

that the contact area of the tooth surface in the process of 

 

 

 
NO.1  

 
NO.5  

 
NO.10  

 
NO.15  

 
NO.20  

 
NO.24  

Figure 8. Effective plastic strain of the tooth data collection point 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Effective stress distribution of tooth surface 

gear engagement is also elliptical and consistent with the 

analysis in the literature [18-22], which further verifies 

the accuracy of the analysis method proposed in article. 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the effective 

stress of the six teeth. The effective stress curve of the 

driving wheel is smoother, and there is a certain impact 

in that of driven wheel. The occurrence of the impact is 

synchronized with the driving wheel, but the amplitude 

is larger than that of the driving wheel, which indicates 

that there is a certain meshing impact in the tooth 

meshing process. In the initial meshing phase, the 

effective stress curves of the driving and driven wheels 

have a large impact (biting impact), and the meshing 
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time also changes with the position of the teeth on the 

pitch curve. The impact will have a certain backward 

movement with the position of the teeth. After the 

withdrawal of the mesh, the stress on the teeth does not 

decrease to 0 due to the residual stress, but fluctuates 

within a certain range of values. The residual stress 

experienced by the driving and driven wheels will vary 

with the position of the teeth on the pitch curve. In the 

theoretical state, the interaction of forces and the 

interaction of deformation indicate that the effective 

stress between the teeth of the same pair should be the 

same. However, the presence of the flank clearance and 

power loss will cause the stresses and strains of the 

driving and driven teeth to be different during the 

meshing process, and the difference can be approximated 

to the calculated value of the meshing error of the teeth 

[11]. The residual stresses, produced in the contact 

region, is a key step in determination of the continuing 

integrity of engineering and structural components, and 

the literature [23-24] have been described in detail, and 

will not be described here. 

Table 2 shows the fluctuation values of tooth 

effective stress. The fluctuation values of No. 1 tooth and 

No. 5 tooth are several times larger than that of the other 

teeth. The reason is that the center of the gear rotation is 

located at the left focus of the elliptical curve, and the 

driving gear mesh with the teeth near the focus are 

located near the right focus of the elliptical curve. The 

tooth at the position and the left focus has the smallest 

force arm and the largest meshing force, which causes 

the material deformation to increase and the effective 

stress to increase. The increase in the amount of tooth 

wear during the meshing process causes the meshing 

error to become large. 

 

 

 
NO.1 

 
NO.5  

 
NO.10  

 
NO.15  

 
NO.20  

 
NO.24  

Figure 10. Effective stress of tooth data collection point 

 

 
TABLE 2. Fluctuation value of tooth equivalent stress 

Number  Driving  Driven Fluctuation value 

1 19.174 74.185 55.011 

5 66.621 40.712 25.909 

10 53.787 63.102 9.315 

15 45.988 37.352 80636 

20 36.704 44.126 7.422 

24 45.84 36.684 9.156 

4. 3. Comparative Analysis of Tooth Surface 
Contact Pressure         Figure 11 shows the trend 

of the pressure on the same engagement unit of the 

driving and driven wheels. The pressure curve is always 

continuous, which indicates that the teeth have good 

contact characteristics and no tooth separation occurs. In 

the initial meshing stage, due to the existence of the 

meshing impact, there will be a certain collision between 

the teeth, which is specifically shown as the impact 

phenomenon on the left side of the pressure curve. Since 

the teeth are different in position on the elliptical pitch 
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curve, the meshing time will also be slightly different. 

Therefore, the phenomenon of impact on the left side of 

Figure 11 will have a certain right shift. 

In Figure 11, only No.1 and No.24 teeth have a slight 

impact on the pressure curve, and the other tooth 

pressure curves have only a small range of fluctuations. 

The reason for this phenomenon is that No. 1 tooth and 

No. 24 tooth are respectively located at both ends of the 

long axis in the elliptical pitch curve. Due to the change 

of the radius of the pitch curve during the tooth meshing 

process, the teeth will generate a certain meshing 

vibration and impact, and the pressure curve will be 

reflected in the form of small fluctuations. The 

fluctuation of the pressure between the driving and 

driven wheels as shown in Table 3, was obtained by 

collecting the gear meshing data. In Table 3, except for 

No. 1 tooth and No. 20 tooth near the end points of the 

long axis, the fluctuation values of the other four teeth 

are relatively stable. In contrast, the fluctuation value of 

the driving wheel is larger. The fluctuation of the surface 

pressure is reflected in the form of vibration and impact 

in the specific working conditions, and the inconsistency 

of the pressure fluctuation between the driving and 

driven wheels indicates that the meshing error between 

the teeth also changes at the moment momentarily, and is 

decreased with the transition of the long axis of the 

elliptic pitch curves to the short axis. 
 

4. 4. The Influence of Load on Tooth Meshing 
Error      In order to study the influence of the load 

on the tooth meshing error, the change in effective 

plastic strain, effective stress and surface pressure of No. 

1 tooth under normal load and alternating load were 
obtained respectively, as shown in Figure 12. Under the 
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NO.20  

 
NO.24  

Figure 11. Tooth surface pressure of the data collection point 

 

 

TABLE 3. Fluctuation value of tooth surface pressure 

Number  Driving  Driven Fluctuation value 

1 26.187 38.774 12.557 

5 39.472 31.26 8.212 

10 45.767 42.882 2.885 

15 43.858 37.72 6.138 

20 42.365 16.422 25.943 

24 19.345 24.768 5.428 

condition of alternating load, the effective plastic strain 

of the driving and driven wheels is larger than that of the 

normal load, which indicates that the meshing conditions 

of the teeth are more complicated under the condition of 

alternating load. In terms of effective stress, the 

alternating load, due to its time-varying, causes the 

material strains to cancel each other during the tooth 

meshing process, which makes the effective stress under 

the alternating load condition lower than the normal load 

condition. During the tooth meshing process, the 

effective stress and surface pressure change under 
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normal load conditions are relatively stable. In contrast, 

under the alternating load condition, there is a slight 

impact on the effective stress curve and the pressure 

impact on the tooth surface increases, which indicates 

that the meshing error between the teeth under the 

alternating load condition will increase. To verify the 

above conclusion, the tooth surface pressure fluctuation 

values under the two load conditions were obtained, as 

shown in Table 4. Through the comparative analysis of 

the value of pressure fluctuation of the tooth surface, it 

can be known that the meshing error of the teeth is 

increased due to the time variation of the load under the 

alternating load condition.  

 

 

   
(a) normal load 

   
(b) alternating load 

Figure 12. Distribution of strain, stress and pressure of teeth under two load conditions 

 

 
TABLE 4. Fluctuation values of tooth surface pressure under 

different load conditions 

 Common load Alternating load 

 Driving 23.576 26.187 

 Driven 37.647 38.744 

Fluctuation values 14.071 12.557 

 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
For the elliptic cylindrical gear pair, the static analysis of 

the tooth surfaces that mesh with each other was first 

performed to determine the key parts of the gear meshing 

process. Based on this, the difference between the stress, 

strain, and pressure of the tooth surfaces of the driving 

and driven gears during the gear meshing process is 

proposed as a reference for describing the gear meshing 

error, and a dynamic meshing model of the elliptic 

cylinder gear is established. The distribution laws of 

effective plastic strain, effective stress, surface pressure 

and meshing error during gear meshing are obtained. The 

conclusions are as follows:  

a) The static contact analysis of the elliptic cylinder 

gear pair shows that the region near the pitch curve 

is the key part in the process of gear meshing.  

b) The effective plastic strain, effective stress, pressure 

on the tooth surface and the meshing error will vary 

with the position of the tooth on the pitch curve. 

Therefore, in the process of gear installation, the 

tooth modification can be considered or the gear 

with higher manufacturing precision can be 

distributed at the driving wheel to avoid this 

phenomenon.  

c) Load has a certain influence on meshing error. In 

contrast, the alternating load causes meshing 

condition to be more complicated due to its time-

varying characteristics, and will increase the 

meshing error of the gear. 

d) The dynamic meshing model and meshing error 

analysis method proposed in this paper can be 

applied to other types of noncircular gears 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 

 ی دو بعد  ی ستایتماس ا  ل یانتقال دنده، تحل  ستمیدر س   انطباق   یدست آوردن خطاه  و ب  یضویب  ای با مقطعاستوانه  هایدندهچرخ  یایپو  شوندگیجفت   یهایژگیو  ی به منظور بررس

دندان افزار  و  دنده    یهسطح  نرم  دنددهشد و قسمتاستفاده    ANSYSاز  تماس  كلیدی سطح  تعیین شدنهای  دنده  یایپو  شوندگیجفت. سپس، مدل  دها  استوانهچرخ   ای های 

راننده    یهاو فشار مؤثر چرخ   تنش مؤثر،    سانمومفشار    ع ید. قانون توزش  ی سازهیبار شب  زیر  ا یتماس پو ندی، فرآANSYS LS-DYNAشده و با استفاده از نرم افزار    تولید  یضویب

  ن یدر ح  هو فشار سطح دندان  كرنش،  تنش  عی دهد كه توزینشان م جی. نتاآیدبه دست میمحاسبه  از طریق    شوندگیجفت   یطاخ  عیاساس، قانون توز  نی. بر اآمد  و محرک به دست

 نیا  جیدارد. نتا  شوندگیجفت   یخطا  بر  یخاص  ریكند، تأثیتحمل م  ی كهو بار  گام  یمنحن  یرو  هدندان  تیمرتبط است. موقع   گام  یضویب  یدر منحن  آن  تیبا موقع   هدندان  درگیری

 ارائه دهد.آنها  یمهندس یها و كاربردها، اصالح دندهیارهیداریغ یهاانتقال دنده یدر مورد خطا یبعد یمطالعه یبرا ییهاییتواند راهنمای م قیتحق

 

 

 


